
Grade Two: Blending Strategies

Teacher

  Line children up with the plain letter side of the Picture Code Cards (PCCs). You can call them up by 
letter names or sounds, or simply hand them the needed PCCs.

Children with cards

  Children with vowels push their PCCs forward. Teach all the children 
that Letterlanders like to help their friends learn to read all kinds of words so they 
hold their letters straight and stand still. But the Letterlanders also like to hide 
behind their plain letters and let 
you work out which vowel sounds you are going to hear in the word.

Teacher

  Separate the children with PCCs into syllables. You will seperate the syllables for children until Unit 32 
when they begin to learn syllable division. At that point children in the audience will help decide where to divide 
the syllables.

Audience Children

  Name the syllable type and predict the vowel sound. At times you will want to call on one child to name 
the syllable type and explain how he or she recognized it. The child can then tell the sound of the vowel and any 
further Letterland lore that explains the sound. At other times you may simply ask the whole group to name the 
syllable type and say the vowel sound.

Children with PCCs

  The child with the vowel shows the picture side to confi rm the prediction. 

Audience Children

  Finger sound the syllable. Children who are holding the PCCs do not fi nger 
sound.

Everyone repeats the previous three steps with each syllable. Then the syllables 
are rejoined.

All the Children

  Read the whole word.

Teacher

  Use the word in a sentence. You could also have the children respond in a meaningful way to the word, 
e.g. if the word is ‘robot’, they could move their arms like robots or for the word ‘music’ they could pretend to play 
violins or fl utes.

If the next word diff ers by one or two letters, change the children 
or the PCCs to save time.

‘Live Reading’ (Blending)
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